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QUESTION 1

An organization deploys Microsoft SQL Server instances at a main office and the organization\\'s remote office. SQL
Server is not using Windows failover clustering. 

Remote employef s report connection issues when they attempt to run queries against a specific database that is hosted
at the main office. 

You need to ensure that remote employees can retrieve data from a database instance that is hosted in the remote
office. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Database mirroring is a solution for increasing the availability of a SQL Server database. 

Mirroring is implemented on a per-database basis and works only with databases that use the full recovery model. 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a SQL Server 2014 instance named SQL1. SQL1 creates error events in the Windows Application event log. 

You need to recommend a solution that will run an application when SQL1 logs a specific error in the Application log. 

Which SQL elements should you include in the recommendation? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
Choose all that apply.) 
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A. A policy 

B. A maintenance plan 

C. An alert 

D. A job 

E. A trigger 

Correct Answer: DE 

Use a trigger that starts a job which executes the application. 

References: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh849759.aspx 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is
exactly the same in each question in this series. 

You have five servers that run Microsoft Windows 2012 R2. Each server hosts a Microsoft SQL Server instance. The
topology for the environment is shown in the following diagram. 

You have an Always On Availability group named AG1. The details for AG1 are shown in the following table. 
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Instance1 experiences heavy read-write traffic. The instance hosts a database named OperationsMain that is four
terabytes (TB) in size. The database has multiple data files and filegroups. One of the filegroups is read_only and is half
of the total database size. 

Instance4 and Instance5 are not part of AG1. Instance4 is engaged in heavy read-write I/O. 

Instance5 hosts a database named StagedExternal. A nightly BULK INSERT process loads data into an empty table
that has a rowstore clustered index and two nonclustered rowstore indexes. 

You must minimize the growth of the StagedExternal database log file during the BULK INSERT operations and perform
point-in-time recovery after the BULK INSERT transaction. 

Changes made must not interrupt the log backup chain. 

You plan to add a new instance named Instance6 to a datacenter that is geographically distant from Site1 and Site2.
You must minimize latency between the nodes in AG1. 

All databases use the full recovery model. All backups are written to the network location \\SQLBackup\. A separate
process copies backups to an offsite location. You should minimize both the time required to restore the databases and
the space required to store backups. The recovery point objective (RPO) for each instance is shown in the following
table. 

Full backups of OperationsMain take longer than six hours to complete. All SQL Server backups use the keyword
COMPRESSION. 

You plan to deploy the following solutions to the environment. The solutions will access a database named DB1 that is
part of AG1. 

Reporting system: This solution accesses data inDB1with a login that is mapped to a database user that is a member of
the db_datareader role. The user has EXECUTE permissions on the database. Queries make no changes to the data. 

The queries must be load balanced over variable read-only replicas. 

Operations system: This solution accesses data inDB1with a login that is mapped to a database user that is a member
of the db_datareader and db_datawriter roles. 

The user has EXECUTE permissions on the database. Queries from the operations system will perform both DDL and
DML operations. 
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The wait statistics monitoring requirements for the instances are described in the following table. 

You need to propose a new process for the StagedExternal database. 

Which five actions should you recommended be performed in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from
the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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From scenario: Instance5 hosts a database named StagedExternal. A nightly BULK INSERT process loads data into an
empty table that has a rowstore clustered index and two nonclustered rowstore indexes. 

You must minimize the growth of the StagedExternaldatabase log file during the BULK INSERT operations and perform
point-in-time recovery after the BULK INSERT transaction. 

Changes made must not interrupt the log backup chain. 

All databases use the full recovery model. 

References: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190421(v=sql.105).aspx 

 

QUESTION 4

You work as a Database Administrator (DBA) for a company named ABC.com. 

The company uses a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 infrastructure. 
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You are configuring a highly-available database solution using an AlwaysOn availability group on two servers running
SQL Server 2012. 

The two servers are in separate datacenters. 

The two datacenters are connected by a fast WAN link with a network latency of less than 10ms. 

Which of the following failover types should you configure for the availability group? 

A. You should configure the asynchronous manual failover failover type. 

B. You should configure the synchronous manual failover failover type. 

C. You should configure the synchronous automatic failover failover type. 

D. You should configure the Asynchronous automatic failover failover type. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Overview 

General Overview 

ADatum Corporation has offices in Miami and Montreal. 

The network contains a single Active Directory forest named adatum.com. The offices connect to each other by using a
WAN link that has 5-ms latency. A. Datum standardizes its database platform by using SQL Server 2014 Enterprise 

edition. 

Databases 

Each office contains databases named Sales, Inventory, Customers, Products, Personnel, and Dev. 

Servers and databases are managed by a team of database administrators. Currently, all of the database administrators
have the same level of permissions on all of the servers and all of the databases. 

The Customers database contains two tables named Customers and Classifications. 

The following graphic shows the relevant portions of the tables: 
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The following table shows the current data in the Classifications table: 

The Inventory database is updated frequently. 

The database is often used for reporting. 

A full backup of the database currently takes three hours to complete. 

Stored Procedures 

A stored procedure named USP_1 generates millions of rows of data for multiple reports. USP_1 combines data from
five different tables from the Sales and Customers databases in a table named Table1. After Table1 is created, the 

reporting process reads data from Table1 sequentially several times. After the process is complete, Table1 is deleted. A
stored procedure named USP_2 is used to generate a product list. The product list contains the names of products 

grouped by category. 

USP_2 takes several minutes to run due to locks on the tables the procedure accesses. The locks are caused by
USP_1 and USP_3. 

A stored procedure named USP_3 is used to update prices. USP_3 is composed of several UPDATE statements called
in sequence from within a transaction. Currently, if one of the UPDATE statements fails, the stored procedure fails. A 

stored procedure named USP_4 calls stored procedures in the Sales, Customers, and Inventory databases. 

The nested stored procedures read tables from the Sales, Customers, and Inventory databases. USP_4 uses an
EXECUTE AS clause. 

All nested stored procedures handle errors by using structured exception handling. A stored procedure named USP_5
calls several stored procedures in the same database. Security checks are performed each time USP_5 calls a stored 

procedure. 
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You suspect that the security checks are slowing down the performance of USP_5. All stored procedures accessed by
user applications call nested stored procedures. 

The nested stored procedures are never called directly. 

Design Requirements 

Data Recovery 

You must be able to recover data from the Inventory database if a storage failure occurs. You have a Recovery Time
Objective (RTO) of 5 minutes. 

You must be able to recover data from the Dev database if data is lost accidentally. You have a Recovery Point
Objective (RPO) of one day. 

Classification Changes 

You plan to change the way customers are classified. The new classifications will have four levels based on the number
of orders. Classifications may be removed or added in the future. Management requests that historical data be 

maintained for the previous classifications. Security A group of junior database administrators must be able to manage
security for the Sales database. The junior database administrators will not have any other administrative rights. A.
Datum 

wants to track which users run each stored procedure. 

Storage 

ADatum has limited storage. Whenever possible, all storage space should be minimized for all databases and all
backups. 

Error Handling 

There is currently no error handling code in any stored procedure. 

You plan to log errors in called stored procedures and nested stored procedures. Nested stored procedures are never
called directly. 

You need to recommend a change to USP_3 to ensure that the procedure continues to execute even if one of the
UPDATE statements fails. 

Which change should you recommend? 

A. Set the XACT_ABORT option to off. 

B. Set the XACT_ABORT option to on. 

C. Set the IMPLICIT_TRANSACTIONS option to off. 

D. Set the IMPLICIT_TRANSACTIONS option to on. 

Correct Answer: A 

-

 Scenario: A stored procedure named USP_3 is used to update prices. USP_3 is composed of several UPDATE
statements called in sequence from within a transaction. Currently, if one of the UPDATE statements fails, the stored
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procedure 

continues to execute. 

-

 When SET XACT_ABORT is OFF, in some cases only the Transact-SQL statement that raised the error is rolled back
and the transaction continues processing. 

 

QUESTION 6

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You need to configure a Microsoft SQL Server instance to ensure that a user named Mail1 can send mail by using
Database Mail. 

Solution: You add the DatabaseMailUserRole to Mail1 in the msdb database. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Database Mail is guarded by the database role DatabaseMailUserRole in the msdb database in order to prevent anyone
from sending arbitrary emails. Database users or roles must be created in the msdb database and must also be a 

member of DatabaseMailUserRole in order to send emails with the exception of sysadmin who has all privileges. 

Note: Database Mail was first introduced as a new feature in SQL Server 2005 and replaces the SQL Mail feature found
in previous versions. 

References: http://www.idevelopment.info/data/SQLServer/DBA_tips/Database_Administration/DBA_20.shtml 

 

QUESTION 7

You have configured Resource Governor with three resource pools. 

You have assigned the first resource pool a minimum CPU and memory value of 20%. 

You have assigned the second resource pool a minimum CPU and memory value of 30%. 

You want to assign maximum CPU and memory values to the third resource pool. 
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What is the maximum CPU and memory value you can assign to this resource pool? 

A. 30% 

B. 50% 

C. 70% 

D. 100% 

Correct Answer: B 

The maximum resource value assigned to the third pool is 100%; the sum of the minimum resource values assigned to
the other pools is 50%. 

 

QUESTION 8

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is 

exactly the same in each question in this series. 

Start of repeated scenario. 

You have five servers that run Microsoft Windows 2012 R2. Each server hosts a Microsoft SQL Server instance. The
topology for the environment is shown in the following diagram. 

You have an Always On Availability group named AG1. The details for AG1 are shown in the following table. 
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Instance1 experiences heavy read-write traffic. The instance hosts a database named OperationsMain that is four
terabytes (TB) in size. The database has multiple data files and filegroups. One of the filegroups is read_only and is half
of the 

total database size. 

Instance4 and Instance5 are not part of AG1. Instance4 is engaged in heavy read-write I/O. 

Instance5 hosts a database named StagedExternal. A nightly BULK INSERT process loads data into an empty table
that has a rowstore clustered index and two nonclustered rowstore indexes. 

You must minimize the growth of the StagedExternal database log file during the BULK INSERT operations and perform
point-in-time recovery after the BULK INSERT transaction. Changes made must not interrupt the log backup chain. 

You plan to add a new instance named Instance6 to a datacenter that is geographically distant from Site1 and Site2.
You must minimize latency between the nodes in AG1. 

All databases use the full recovery model. All backups are written to the network location \\SQLBackup\. A separate
process copies backups to an offsite location. You should minimize both the time required to restore the databases and
the 

space required to store backups. The recovery point objective (RPO) for each instance is shown in the following table. 

Full backups of OperationsMain take longer than six hours to complete. All SQL Server backups use the keyword
COMPRESSION. 

You plan to deploy the following solutions to the environment. The solutions will access a database named DB1 that is
part of AG1. 

Reporting system: This solution accesses data inDB1with a login that is mapped to a database user that is a member of
the db_datareader role. The user has EXECUTE permissions on the database. Queries make no changes to the data. 

The queries must be load balanced over variable read-only replicas. 
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Operations system: This solution accesses data inDB1with a login that is mapped to a database user that is a member
of the db_datareader and db_datawriter roles. The user has EXECUTE permissions on the database. Queries from the 

operations system will perform both DDL and DML operations. 

The wait statistics monitoring requirements for the instances are described in the following table. 

End of repeated scenario. 

You need to reduce the amount of time it takes to back up OperationsMain. 

What should you do? 

A. Modify the backup script to use the keyword NO_COMPRESSION in the WITH statement. 

B. Modify the backup script to use the keywords INIT and SKIP in the WITH statement. 

C. Run the following Transact-SQL statement for each file in OperationsMain: BACKUP DATABASE OperationsMain
FILE [...] 

D. Run the following Transact-SQL statement: BACKUP DATABASE OperationsMain READ_WRITE_FILEGROUPS 

Correct Answer: D 

READ_WRITE_FILEGROUPS specifies that all read/write filegroups be backed up in the partial backup. If the database
is read-only, READ_WRITE_FILEGROUPS includes only the primary filegroup. 

Scenario: Full backups of OperationsMain take longer than six hours to complete. All SQL Server backups use the
keyword COMPRESSION. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A: Because a compressed backup is smaller than an uncompressed backup of the same data, compressing a backup
typically requires less device I/O and therefore usually increases backup speed significantly. 

B: INIT and SKIP would not affect backup speed. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/backup-transact-sql?view=sql-server-2017 

 

QUESTION 9

You are creating a database that will store usernames and passwords for an application. 

You need to recommend a solution to store the passwords in the database. 

What should you recommend? More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer. 
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A. One-way encryption 

B. Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) 

C. Encrypting File System (EFS) 

D. Reversible encryption 

Correct Answer: B 

1.

 Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) is a special case of encryption using a symmetric key. TDE encrypts an entire
database using that symmetric key called the database encryption key. The database encryption key is protected by
other keys or certificates which are protected either by the database master key or by an asymmetric key stored in an
EKM module. 

2.

 SQL Server provides the following mechanisms for encryption: Transact-SQL functions Asymmetric keys Symmetric
keys Certificates Transparent Data Encryption 

 

QUESTION 10

DRAG DROP 

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the next of thescenario is
exactly the same in each question in this series.

Start of repeated scenario

Contoso, Ltd. has Microsoft SQL Server databases that support a custom application. The current SQL Server
environment consists of two servers: ContosoSQL1 and ContosoSQL2. These two servers participate in an Always On
Availability 

Group named ContosoAG1 that is configured to use synchronous-commit with automatic failover. The secondary replica
is not configured for read-only access. 

The application performs both transactional processing and historical data retrieval in a database named ContosoDB.
The application includes an inventory management module. The inventory management module and database have 

experienced performance issues. 

Users report that a query named InventoryQuery1 takes a long time to complete. The query is shown as follows: 

SELECT ProductNumber, Name, ProductLine 

FROM Production.Product 

WHERE ProductNumber = N\\'\\' 

The query plan used by SQL Server for this query is shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit tab.) Various performance
issues, including frequent long-term blocking episodes, prevent business users from completing their daily tasks. You 
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suspect the tempdb database resources could be responsible. You must create Blocking reports for the ContosoDB
database to identify issues. 

Exhibit. 

You plan to use Extended Events to review all Transact-SQL statements that are run against the ContosoSQL1
instance. The output from the Extended Events session must contain both start and stop events and must be written to
a file. You 

must configure the Extended Events session to minimize possible data loss and reduce the effect on server
performance. 

You plan to deploy an additional secondary replica named ContosoSQL3 to ContosoAG1. Read-only traffic must be
load-balanced between the two secondary replicas, regardless of which instance is the primary replica. Contoso plans
to add 

an additional dedicated reporting system that will rely on real-time data from the transactional databases. 

End of repeated scenario

You need to create the blocking reports. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 11

You manage a Microsoft-SQL Server database named sales Orders. 

You need to verify the integrity of the database and attempt to repair any errors that are found. Repair must not cause
any data to be lost in the database. 

How should you complete the DBCC command? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: CHECKDB 

DBCC CHECKDB checks the logical and physical integrity of all the objects in the specified database. 

Partial syntax: 

DBCC CHECKDB 

[ ( database_name | database_id | 0 

[ , NOINDEX 

| , { REPAIR_ALLOW_DATA_LOSS | REPAIR_FAST | REPAIR_REBUILD } ] 

…. 

Box 2: REPAIR_REBUILD 

DBCC CHECKDB …REPAIR_ALLOW_DATA_LOSS | REPAIR_FAST |REPAIR_REBUILD 

specifies that DBCC CHECKDB repair the found errors. 

REPAIR_REBUILD performs repairs that have no possibility of data loss. This can include quick repairs, such as
repairing missing rows in non-clustered indexes, and more timeconsuming repairs, such as rebuilding an index. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/database-console-commands/dbcccheckdb-transact-sql 
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QUESTION 12

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have a database named DB1 that is 640 GB and is updated frequently. 

You enable log shipping for DB1 and configure backup and restore to occur every 30 minutes. 

You discover that the hard disks on the database server are almost full. 

You need to reduce the amount of disk space used by the log shipping process. 

Solution: You configure log shipping to backup and restore by using a single shared folder. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

You should compress the transaction log backups. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/database-engine/log-shipping/configure-log-shipping-sql-
server?view=sql-server-2017 

 

QUESTION 13

You maintain Microsoft SQL Server instances named SVR1 and SVR2 that are hosted on two different servers. You
configure log shipping between the two instances as follows: 

DB1 on SVR1 is configured as the primary database. 

DB1 on SVR2 is configured as the secondary database for DB1 on SVR1. 

No monitoring server is configured. 

You need to monitor error log messages about the copy job. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. On SVR1, run the following Transact-SQL statement: SELECT * FROM
msdb.dbo.log_shipping_monitor_error_detail. 
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B. Use the job Activity Monitor in SQL Server Management Studio by connecting to SVR1 

C. View the Log Shipping Report in SQL Server Management Studio by connecting SVR1. 

D. Use the Job Activity Monitor in SQL Server Management Studio by connecting to SVR2. 

E. On SVR2 run the following Transact-SQL statement: SELECT * FROM msdb.dbo.log_shipping_monitor_error_detail. 

Correct Answer: CE 

C: The Log Shipping Report displays the status of any log shipping activity whose status is available from the server
instance to which you are connected. 

E: The history and status of the backup operation are stored at the primary server, and the history and status of the
copy and restore operations are stored at the secondary server. 

The log_shipping_monitor_error_detail table stores error details for log shipping jobs. You can query this table see the
errors for an agent session. Optionally, you can sort the errors by the date and time at which each was logged. Each
error is logged as a sequence of exceptions, and multiple errors (sequences) can per agent session. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/database-engine/log-shipping/view-the-log-shipping-report-sql-server-
management-studio?view=sql-server-2017 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/database-engine/log-shipping/monitor-
log-shippingtransact-sql 

 

QUESTION 14

You administer two instances of Microsoft SQL Server 2016. 

You deploy an application that uses a database on the named instance. 

The application is unable to connect to the database on the named instance. 

You need to ensure that the application can connect to the named instance. 

What should you do? 

A. Use the Data Quality Client to configure the application. 

B. Start the SQL Server Browser Service. 

C. Use the Master Data Services Configuration Manager to configure the application. 

D. Start the SQL Server Integration Services Service. 

Correct Answer: B 

The SQL ServerBrowser program runs as a Windows service. SQL Server Browser listens for incoming requests for
Microsoft SQL Server resources and provides information about SQL Server instances installed on the computer. SQL
Server Browser contributes to the following actions: Browsing a list of available servers Connecting to the correct server
instance Etc. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/tools/configuration-manager/sql-server-browser-service 
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QUESTION 15

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2016 database instance. 

You plan to migrate the database to Windows Azure SQL Database. 

You verify that all objects contained in the database are compatible with Windows Azure SQL Database. 

You need to ensure that database users and required server logins are migrated to Windows Azure SQL Database. 

What should you do? 

A. Use the Copy Database wizard. 

B. Back up the database from the local server and restore it to Windows Azure SQL Database. 

C. Use the Database Transfer wizard. 

D. Use SQL Server Management Studio to deploy the database to Windows Azure SQL Database. 

Correct Answer: D 
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